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ABSTRACT   

The popular technology Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are used in many fields of the application such as the medical, 

the military, the industry, the agricultural, etc. In this paper, explains the security issues in the WSNs. Firstly explain the 

challenges of wireless sensor networks, the security requirements such as confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, data 

freshness, and availability and the attacks in the WSNs, the security issues are accomplished via these classes: [the 

encryption algorithms (symmetric, asymmetric, hybrid) , the security protocols such as (Tinysec, SPINS, LEDS, Minisec, 

LEAP, MASA, Lightweight LCG, MiniSec, VEBEK of WSN), the secure data aggregation, and  the key management, 

etc.]. Also, this paper  concentrates on the study researches that fulfill the high level of the security in the WSNs. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs) consists of  the number of independent distributed sensors nodes (so-called 

motes) to monitor physical or environmental status like as (temperature, pressure, light, sound, and humidity), 

the development of Wireless Sensor Networks was first started by military applications such as battleground 

observation and yet these are emerged into different fields such as manufacturing process monitoring, good 

health monitoring and traffic control etc. [1, 2]. WSN composed of a particular node named gateway node 

(Base Station) rich in storage resources and computing. The sensor nodes transmit information to the gateway 

among a many nodes using wireless transmission for more processing. 

 

The security requirements for the WSNs are alike to traditional networks, so you must consider the parameters 

like as (confidentiality, authenticity, integrity, availability, etc.) in the establishment of the network. Because 

of WSNs network limitations (in energy, memory, and processing) not whole security solutions designed for 

traditional networks utilized immediately in WSNs. The researchers in the security of the WSNs have 

suggested many security systems that have been improved for these networks with resource limitations. A 

number of safe and effective routing protocols [3, 4][5][6] and encryption techniques [7, 8][9] and secure data 

aggregation [10, 11][12], and the key management [13, 14][15] were suggested by many WSNs security 

researchers. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 present introduction, the section 3 explains challenges of WSNs. 

Section 4 explain security requirements, the section 5 present cryptography on WSNs, the section 6 present 

secure data aggregation, section 7 present security protocols in WSNs, the section 8 explain key management, 

the section 9 and 10 show in brief way a an attacks on WSNs, and in final we conclude the study in the section 

11. 

mailto:aseel.hamod@uobabylon.edu.iq
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2. Challenges of WSNs 

The continued progress in micro electro mechanical schemes, the miniaturization and grown communication 

abilities of sensors has made it possible to exist everywhere and imperceptible anyplace. A sensor network is a 

foundation involved detecting (measuring), figuring and corresponding components that give a client the 

capacity to watch instrument and respond to phenomena and events in a specified environment. To design and 

improve protocols or techniques some challenges are require to be understood [16]. These major challenges 

are briefed below. 

 

2.1 Limited functional capabilities 

The sensor node has small memory, a low processor and a small quantity of the stored energy. This restrains 

several functional abilities in the communication and the processing. 

The best technique should benefit from participating resources inside the organization structure, taking into 

account the restriction of singular node abilities.  

 

2.2 Limited energy  

Sensor node restricted energy storage. Thus, the efficient use of this energy will be critical in determining the 

scope of utilize of these sensor networks. In utmost cases, renewing energy is not possible or impossible. 

Sensors are unattended in this area. Limited energy in the sensor contract should be considered as appropriate 

consumption or use that can minimize the total energy use in the network. 

 

2.3 Network lifetime 

 Limited energy and resources in the sensor nodes results in a bounded lifetime in the network. Ideally, the 

network must become ineffective only when all nodes are consumed. In fact, the lifetime of the sensor 

network is the lesser time when the network is functioning efficiently, the network is efficient, if it can 

observe the sensor field fully and gather the data sensed with QOS. Appropriate techniques should try to 

minimize energy use and thus increase network life. 

 

2.4 Scalability 

Sensor nodes transferred in the detection zone must be optimum. To suitable some nodes later, scalability is 

one of the major obstacles to achieving this goal. The scalability of sensor ordering exhibit the ability to 

handle the development of business standards in a powerful way and easily expand them [17]. 

 

2.5 Redundancy  

Due to the failure of the recurrent node and unavailable of the failed nodes, the absence of a unique proof in 

the world because of the large number of sensor nodes in the sensor, the global definition (GID) is mostly 

impractical. Although, at times, GPS[18] provides location data to hold the sensor, it requires a remarkable 

path for a few satellites, which are generally inaccessible within the work, under thick foliage, Submerged, 

when stuck by an enemy or central MARS probe and so forth. 

 

2.6 Storage, search and retrieval 

The sensor network can product a large amount of primary data like as continued time series of surveillance 

on all points in the area covered by the network. Because the data source is persistent, the database is not 

proper for WSNs. 

 

3. Security requirements 

To achieve security for the WSN, the following issues are subject to the following requirements. 

 

3.1 Confidentiality 
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Securing data during transport from one node to another node or denying unauthorized access is a way to keep 

your data confidential. Illegal access to sensitive data and eavesdropping utilizing encryption techniques 

should be prohibited. Because public key encryption is expensive to be utilized in resource-restrict sensor 

networks, almost of the suggested protocols employ symmetric key encryption technique.  Creators of 

TinySec [19] Discussion that CBC is proper cipher  system for sensor networks. 

 

3.2 Integrity  

Data integrity for the recipient ensures that the received data is not changed during the transfer by discount; 

observe that the data authentication can also supply data integrity  

 

3.3 Authenticity  

WSN contains the broadcast nature of the connection so that the attacker can instead change the contents of 

the message from adding useless packages in the native package. To defend this attacker's technique, the 

receiving node must have the ability to control access by discovering the valid node and which is not allowed. 

Let the valid message come and end the message that not valid source. Digital signature is a method of 

authenticate a node [20]. 

 

3.4 Data Freshness  

In encrypting the shared key in which the keys are updated after a specified period of time to supply guarantee 

that incoming data is new. This ensures that doesn’t find replay attack, since the attacker take a quantity of 

data and resend it to generate illegal access. This kind of conservation can be achieved by attaching the 

timestamp to the message. The receiver node clock and time stamp are compared to determine whether the 

received data is new or not. 

 

3.5 Availability  

The communication and account capabilities are limited in the sensor, so a calculation of more than its 

capacity results in additional energy usage, but if no additional energy, there will no extra data availability. 

The collapse of an individual node can impact network arrival. An attack can launch an attack on the usage of 

the energy or resources, threatening node and DOS attack. The sensor can use its energy in a smart way by 

getting sleep when there is a steady state for a long time and backup power for situations that demand an 

account more than usual. 

 

4. Cryptography on WSNs  

Use of proper encryption technology is very important for WSN networks because every security services are 

guaranteed by the cryptography. The encryption techniques utilized in the WSN must check the sensors' 

constricts, which are also assessed by data size, processing time, and power consuming. In this the section, the 

concentrate was on utilizing encryption in WSNs. Such as public key encryption, symmetric key encryption 

and hybrid encryption 

 

4.1Public key cryptography in WSNs 

Many researchers use public key techniques such as:  

IN[21] The symmetrical cryptography is not proper for WSNs when compare with asymmetrical cryptography 

due to protect from security risk in effetely. In spite of key administration and security, public key 

cryptography can be active to WSNs as key administration domain the public key technique solid and 

productive of key time  the public technique are skillful, in security aims  implementation when compare with 

symmetrical key like the public key is employed for encryption and the private key is employed for decipher 

in this method reduce security risk and attacker cannot find out the private key which it enables it to decrypt 
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information and thus can respect the information and confidentiality of information and validation which 

allows for safe transport. 

IN[22] in this paper ECC and RSA  is compared and discover that ECC is more usefulness to RSA, because of 

low memory use, low CPU consuming and smaller key size compared to RSA. ECC (160bits) is two times 

better than RSA (1024bits) when code size and power consuming are take into account and carry out  in 8051 

and AVR programs. ECC (160bits) utilizes four times less energy than RSA (1024bits) in MICA2DOT. A 

novel system named "Multivariate Quadratic" was suggested that display enhancements over ECC and RSA. 

In [23] the suggested method to supply data security will be the bidirectional key Management between the 

base station to the cluster heads of the block and from cluster heads to the sensor nodes by employing ECC ,in 

addition to the concept of secret participation a system that will not only avoid a single user authority but 

enhance data security. 

 

4.2 Symmetric cryptography in WSNs 

Many of the studies for WSNs focus on utilizing symmetric key cryptography for encryption of plain text and 

decryption of cipher text. The main challenge to deployment the key is how to secure distributes the 

participated key between the two communicating parties". Many works were related to the Symmetric key 

cryptography such as: 

In [24] This research talk about a novel  crypto-graphical technique "SCAWSN" evolved for the WSNs to 

conserve the data of the sensor. In additional to, modulo process, reverse process, inverse process and the 

conversion are the processes utilized in this technique. This technique is simply designed. The plain text entry 

is displayed in kilobyte for the technique and the identical output in millisecond is in the outcome table. The 

outcome displays that the (SCAWSN) technique takes less time to calculate the conversion of unencrypted 

text to encrypted text and also to encrypted text to unencrypted text as compare with the DES and AES 

technique. The sensor node is characterized by its restricted capacity, so this technique will be effective 

because it has less power for the battery and a memory capacity. 

In [25] cryptographic algorithm RC4 is an effective to secure the data as it is faster and easy than another 

techniques. A modified RC4 technique with difference in status table computation was suggested to improve 

the randomness in the key generation method. The key generation time was faster than the actual RC4 

technique. The suggested design was executed in WSN utilizing "TICC 2431" and the outcome was more 

effective than the actual RC4. As a future work, much security study can be carried out on the suggested 

technique to test the robust of key generated for WSNs. 

In [26] this paper Blowfish technique is utilized for application of  security. Three sensors called as ("MQ6 

Gas sensor, LM35 Temperature sensor, LDR Light Dependent Resistor sensor") are utilized. The values from 

the sensor are noticed by (microcontroller Atmega8). Then the values are encrypted via (Atmega 

microcontroller). The values encrypted are transferred via utilizing (Zigbee module CC2500). The transferred 

data are received via Zigbee and the values are decrypted via utilizing (Atmega microcontroller). The 

encrypted values and decrypted are shown in PC. The values are transferred securely by utilizing the Blowfish 

technique. 

 

4. 3 Hybrid algorithm in WSNs  

Hybrid technique means a combination of two or more techniques. The hybrid technique gets the advantages 

of asymmetric and symmetric techniques. Several hybrid techniques have been suggested. Several researcher 

selections only asymmetric techniques, another utilize only symmetric techniques and several of them pick 

combination of them to obtain the advantages of both them. 

In [27] this  paper suggest a hybrid encryption technique for WSNs. It is constructed on stream cipher and 

Block cipher symmetric key. At the first split message receive from sensor node into left halve which 

encrypted by utilizing block cipher and Right half encrypted by utilizing stream cipher, the message digests 
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are computed in both sides, at the last encrypted the message and digest values are chain and transferred to 

next cluster head, hash function is utilized for the Data integrity. 

In [28] the hybrid encryption is utilized to give better security for messages. Mixed asymmetric technique, 

RSA and DES symmetric technique to encrypt messages are used. Compare the different methods and find 

that the integration of RSA and DES is the most effective. The method is compared encryption time and the 

key generation, specify the effectiveness of various hybrid techniques relayed on the memory consuming and 

time. De-anonymization and Data anonymization methods are utilized for suitable security objective. 

In [29] suggest a hybrid security protocol of two technique ECC and AES. Three methods of the suggest 

protocol are application on the secret message. The suggest protocol will increase randomness which executed 

by a Diehard test means increased security. There is a tradeoff between increase the security and energy 

consumption. A balance should be made between the complication of the encryption protocol and the quantity 

of energy exhausted. 

In [30] this paper explained the cryptography techniques and methods of cryptographies symmetric and 

asymmetric, and explain the technique (RSA, AES, Blowfish, Triple DES, RS4, DES), as well as show how 

chosen of the right cryptographic systems based on time, memory and security. Also demonstrate comparing 

of the cryptography and the attacks. 

 

5. Security protocols in WSNs 

Cryptography is an essential way to fulfill the network security. This found a secure relation between two 

ending points.  The sender encrypts the plain text and the receiver decrypts the cipher text. The diverse kinds 

of keys are utilized in the encryption method. The various protocols suggested by a several researchers to 

solve the WSN security problem [31] such as SPINS, Tinysec, Minisec, LEAP, LEDS, Lightweight LCG, 

MiniSec, MASA, VEBEK of WSN). Related works of the researcher on this aspect: 

In [32] This work display the first secrecy and integrity of data that try to add security depend on 

watermarking and crypto graphical mechanisms to watermarking LEACH named enhanced proved 

watermarking-LEACH to fulfill data secrecy and integrity. The main purpose of this work is to treatment,  the 

privacy and integrity at two level node and the CH level. It has been deduced that suggested protocol is better 

than Watermarking-LEACH on the level of the security. 

In [33] In this study, to  preserve energy active security communication for the WSN, a chaotic based security 

implementation was utilized. The designed system was executed on OPNET simulator and outperforms of the 

chaotic based encryption method was assessed with Skipjack encryption. Simulation outcomes detected the 

chaotic-based encryption technique has a lower rate delay, data memory use, program memory and have close 

energy consumption. Chaotic-based encryption techniques are proper to utilized for the WSNs. 

In [34] In this paper WSNs efficiency is improved by using a novel suggested which is employed Leach 

protocol as the routing protocol for data transport. A Symmetric cryptographic technique had been utilized to 

improve the WSN security. The malicious nodes are found out and blocked in first work, thus reduce the 

danger to the network and consume less power .The lifetime  is increased by using this technique. 

In [35] from the results, the suggested system supply confusion and diffusion, and thus assure The collapse 

effect occurs. Percentage of sensitivity to normal text and the key sensitivity in the suggested system is better 

than the Genetic method and RC5 So it is safe. In the future, more technique can be used in WSNs compared 

to the suggested system. 

In [36] the complication of the suggested mechanism rely on the space of the secret key  and the number of 

duplicates in encryption. But rely on (bandwidth, network lifetime, and processing) at the WSNs, a 

lightweight encryption technique chooses the balance between overhead and security. Then, the suggested 

technique assures confidentiality of data relay on encryption mechanism and the secret key encryption. In the 

end, it is deduced that the suggested system achieves the requirements of the current security systems without 

extra transport costs that confirm the efficiency and supremacy. 
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6. Secure data aggregation 

Data aggregation is the operation by which information is collected and expressed in a summary form to 

reduce the data connection in the network. To enhance energy efficiency of sensor network, the data 

aggregation objective to aggregate data packets into many sensors as well as categorize and filter data from 

compromised nodes. 

In [37] this paper, try to suggest a secure data collection framework that protect privacy, confidentiality, 

integrity and validation at the WSNs. In this method, at the first step the existent TinyECC library is 

expanding to give props to four the symmetric encryption techniques. Estimate and justify the relative use of 

EC-OU for privacy and confidentiality in the work. To give integrity support, experimentally evaluate the 

current EC-DSA variables and display that none of the current EC-DSA variables are proper for use. Thus, 

also suggested alternative EC-DSA which relies on a probability group membership data structure, which is 

bloom filter. Results display that the EC-DSA alternative is proper for any proper that needs application 

integration in WSN-limited resource environments. Also integrating a new variable based on Bloom filters 

through our proposed framework for SDA, the suggested framework to secure the data collection gives prop 

for privacy, confidentiality and integration rely on a bloom filter based on (end-to-end) integrity. 

 In[38] there is two method to  increases the life time of network  and keep energy in secure data aggregation 

system, as known the sensor try to sign, encrypt the data and send it to the collector. In method of a hop by 

hop technique the collector decrypt and validate the whole data it receives, next it collect them and  lastly 

encrypt  and  sign  the collection previously transmission it then. Otherness,  the  collector in technique  only  

require to  add  the cipher text,  the public keys and digital signatures, then  replacement  the decryption  and  

validate processes with three additions. This addition processes are exhaust less power and faster than  signing  

and encryption,  perform  the decryption  and validation only  at  the  root  node, replacing  the  validation and  

decryption  for a  few additions keep 97.74 mJ at any intermediate node  in each round  to MICA2  nodes. The 

collector has first given out of battery, then keeping the energy on collectors increases the whole network 

lifetime.  The prior algorithms begin validation steps to assure the data integrity, when the base station gets 

the collect data. This phase needed a number of transports and integrity check calculation for nodes. 

Technique alleviates the nodes from the load of this extra step by utilize of the aggregate digital signatures, 

which validate the total of the data at the base station without the required of the extra transports and 

calculation of  the validation, thus increase  the network lifetime and keep energy.  

 

7. Key management 

Key management is a major security in the sensor networks. This is the principle of establishing a secure 

connection using encryption techniques among sensor nodes in a critical region. It is the operation by which 

cryptographic keys are generated, protected, stored, loaded, transferred, used, and destroyed. [39] There are 

several main interests in the key management method:  

- Key deployment: the number of the keys is needed to be duplicated in the network.  

- Key pre-distribution step: This step executed before the publication of the network, exactly during the node’s 

making time.  

- Key establishment: A pair or a set of nodes will form a secure session. 

- Network initialization step: Includes the first steps required to set up network security, and they are 

implemented during network publication. 

- Member/node eviction: Remove the node from the network so that it will no longer be able to make secure 

sessions with any nodes in the network, and will not be capable to decrypt traffic in the network. 

- Member node/addition: The node added to the network until it can create secure sessions with nodes in the 

network, unable to decrypt previous traffic in the network. 

-Authentication protocol: It is executed each time you request a novel node to join the network, after the prior 

step is completed. 

The study work related to the key management of the work researchers: 
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In [40] this paper, the Key Management System "SKMS" was introduced for the hierarchical WSNs. The 

suggested system utilized for symmetric encryption just relies on the hash function and the XOR process to 

create session keys between every two nodes. Using Performance valuation, the lengthen network lifetime via 

consumption less time and less power to create a secure connection between nodes. "SKMS" utilizes the value 

shared between nodes to create (symmetric session keys) and updates this value at a regular time to evade the 

node take attack and to make sure that just the valid nodes can be contacted. SKMS is proper for various kinds 

of the WSN networks, and it operates in both hierarchical and flat WSNs as well as heterogeneous and 

heterogeneous WSNs. The shared value among the nodes is computed after publishing at the discovery stage, 

that demands three strides and the key generation stage demands five strides to create the session key and 

because of this (SKMS), it get less time to compute shared value and create the session keys. However, in 

(MKMLS), the UAV was used as a key management center. If the two nodes need to connect to them for the 

first time, the nodes can only create a session key with the help of the UAV. (MKMLS) require eight strides to 

compute the value shared among the nodes and other five strides to create the session key. Every stride 

demands negotiation between the nodes and every stride consumes energy and time. Compared to (MKMLS), 

SKMS demands fewer strides to compute the shared value and to create the session key and, as a outcome, 

consumes less energy and less time, analysis and simulation display that (SKMS) is energy effective and 

exhausts less time as compare with another similar systems. 

In[41] this project, dynamic key management schemes were used. All major key management plans are 

identified primarily in the light of the assets held for the sensor nodes and safety. The Key Management 

WSNs master plan is a very fruitful research so far it can be found. The result is that an invalid key is the 

network that will appear when the rundown of keys contains an invalid key. The primary objective of this 

process is the dynamic key that is generated every time after the encryption and decryption process. It utilizes 

RC5 only to transfer information, verify information and key age  in the suggested safe agreement, so the 

device is difficult to identify and deliver, and operates at low power, time and handling costs. Similarly, given 

most existent devices that support RC5, the suggested agreement should be ideal with existing devices. The 

RC5 flow number is a cryptographic encryption strategy to consolidate information in the messaging channel 

as it is less hard and faster than the many different accounts. 

 

8. Security Threats 

The main classes of attacks against secrecy in the sensor networks are (eavesdropping, hijacking and 

disruption). Eavesdropping is used to get the result of sensor networks by showing messages sent from the 

sensor nodes. There are two ways to get result data by hiding from sensor nodes or transmit queries to the 

sensor nodes, root nodes, sensor nodes attacks or collecting the points. The previous method is named (the 

passive eavesdropping) and the subsequent method is named (active eavesdropping). The eavesdropping site 

plays a key role in obtaining information. This attack impacts the feature of authentication and confidentially 

in the WSN [42]. For the appropriate encryption technique, the code of the message authentication is requiring 

before the data is broadcast. The disturbance chiefly impacts the network result. Depending on the attacker's 

ability, threats in the WSN can be categorized into the next classes. 

External Attacks Against Internal Attacks: External attacks come of the nodes that do not be owned by WSN. 

No external attacker or third party can arrival to the most of the encryption material in the sensor network. 

External attacks in the passive eavesdropping may cause data transfers, and can expand to injecting fake data 

into the network to exhaust the network resources and increase the DoS attacks. Conversely, internal attacks 

happen when the WSN legal node acts in unauthorized or unintended methods. Internal attacker is a certified 

network sensor participant seeking to disrupt processes or use the organizational assets. 

 

Passive Attacks vs. Active Attacks: Passive attacks contain the eavesdropping or exchanged packets in the 

WSN while. Active attacks contain several modulations at the data stream or the generation of a wrong 

stream. 
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Mote class against laptop class attacks: In the mote class attacks, the opponent attacks the WSN is utilizing a 

few nodes with abilities to those from network nodes.  In the attacks of the laptop class, the opponent can 

utilize powerful devices such as the laptop, etc., can damage the network more than the sensor node harmful. 

The devices have a greater transport range, power reserve, and processing power than network nodes. Sensors 

monitor changes in specific criteria or values and report to the sink as required, during transmission 

(information, report) which is transport may be attacked to supply wrong data to the base stations. 

Vulnerability in design, configuration, implementation, restrictions that can be used by attackers is called as a 

failure 3.2 or weakness. 

 

9. Security attacks 

Attacks in a computer scheme or network can be categorized[43] like as "interrupting, intercepting, modifying 

and manufacturing". 

  • The interrupt: is an attack at the availability network, such as (corruption of the messages, the physical 

capture of the contract  and the introduction of the malicious code,.. etc.) [44] . 

• Objection: is an attack at the confidentiality. The sensors network can be too compromised by a deduct for 

unauthorized arrival to the sensor device or data stored in it. 

  • Modification: is an attack at the integrity. Modification refers to unauthorized party not only arrival data, 

but fills it up, for instance by changing the data packages sent or it cause a denial of service attack, like as 

flooding the network with fake data. 

• Fabrication: is an attack at the authentication. In fabrication, the adversary injection the fake data and cause 

to weak the trustiness of the information sent. 

The security attacks aim to compromise the five major security goals for network security Confidentiality, 

Availability, Authentication, Integrity and Nonrepudiation in the WSNs to improve performances of the 

network. The researcher introduces their experience in many methodologies that a show good result to avoid 

attacker and protect data from theft in different related work such as: 

In[45] this paper, the main security attacks and their solutions were described in WSNs, classifying threats 

based on their goal. Based on the various services provided, use defensive technologies to maintain the 

security of WSN networks, such as service safety and availability, and confidentiality data, and safety data. 

Also recognizes multiple-layer attacks, which change the threats and appropriate solution defense. The 

security mechanism should be used for WSN layers. 

In[46] this suggested work, data security is improved and defends brute force attacks. Data must be 

transferred in a secure path between two nodes, so all node information must be encrypted. The Honey 

Encryption technique is then utilized in the WSN. The seed is utilized, and include different words in it. When 

attackers encrypt the data utilizing a wrong encryption key, HE displays a honey message (for instance, false 

plain text). This text may be legal but in fact it is not. So the attacker may finish with the mistake message. 

Empirical results, explain this Honey Encryption supply better performance compared to other techniques. 

In[47] the paper, scheme present a protocol that assist to reduce the network traffic and make randomness for 

the data path to confound the attacker. 

In [48] this paper, we have made some active attacks related WSN also explain the countermeasures identical. 

However, there are still many open problems to be explored. WSN has not yet fully matured and is yet in 

advance. Many of the protocols developed so far for WSN did not satisfy security threats accurately. 

Otherwise, important requirements WSN and protocols make it hard to evolve some solid security schemes 

while maintaining low support in operation cost. Thus, the security of WSN is an open and productive 

research direction that must be pursued. 

In[49] Safe Protocol is an effective protocol for the treatment of two-layer sensor networks in a manner that 

preserves confidentiality and integrity. Safe Protocol utilizes authentication mechanisms for prefix 

membership, encryption by DES techniques, and MD5 technology. For the security, Safe Protocol supports 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/security-attack
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/network-security
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/nonrepudiation
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the security of the two phased sensor networks. In contrast to the former, Safe Protocol prohibits the storage 

node at risk from obtaining a practical assessment of the values of the data elements collected through sensor 

and sink queries. The result explain that Safe Protocol outdo the prior data in the storage space. 

In[50] this work suggest that Secure Force is a security solution for WSN. The Secure Force architecture (64, 

128, and 192 bit) was used and the several tests were performed for text and image data. The test result 

displays that SF works well in computational time and randomization. At the outcome of security analysis for 

SF (64-bit), there were several specific vulnerabilities that were improved in 128 and 192-bit structures. After 

the test showed that SF-128 performance works well when compared to SF-64 and SF-192. SF-128 occupies 

the first place in the list with (35ms encoding/ decoding time, 51.55% avalanche and 11.44% Entropy 

change). 

 

10. Conclusion  

The researcher use encryption, security protocol, secure data aggregation and Key Management in the WSNs, 

there are several challenges. At first, choose encryption approaches rely on the ability to handle sensor nodes. 

On the second, the sensors are limits on (memory, energy, bandwidth, and computation capability).  

Security services must be designed to achieve these limitations. Thirdly, the protocols suppose (the sensor 

nodes and base station) are constant. Security issues in WSNs are of special interest such as use the private 

key processes on the sensor that where the new studies about public key encryption explains the public key 

processes functional in the sensor. However, private key processes are expensive in holding the sensor. 

Because the public key encryption can simple security design in the WSNs, enhancing the private key 

processes on the sensor nodes is much desired.  

Continued stream security in the WSNs, Security in WSNs concentrates on separate events like as humidity 

and temperature and at final Quality of Service and Safety. Current studies on security on the WSN focuses on 

(secure routing, secure data aggregation, key management), security services and quality of service must be all 

together valuated in WSNs. 
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